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Chapter 1011 
At this moment, on the Iveco deck, the seven adults in the car did not even know that a net of heaven 
and earth had already covered them. 
 
In addition to these seven adults, there are ten sleeping children in the car. These children have been 
given sleeping pills in the early morning and have not yet woken up. 
 
In the co-pilot, there was a young man without a right hand. This young man was Liu Zhaochen. 
 
At this time, Liu Zhaochen looked excited and said to his elder brother who was driving: “Brother, if this 
transaction is completed, it will be a million in money!” 
 
His brother asked in surprise: “Are children so expensive now? Didn’t you say that they only cost tens of 
thousands?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen said: “Isn’t there a wave of blows some time ago, the Beggars of Zhejiang Province are 
now in shortage of children, so the price has risen.” 
 
His brother smiled and said, “Then let’s post this time!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen nodded and said cheerfully: “When this transaction is completed, our family will find a 
place for vacation.” 
 
Inside Iveco’s spacious carriage, Liu Zhaochen’s mother said with a smile: “Oh, this wave of money is 
over, I really want to go abroad for a while, the daughter-in-law next door, went to Thailand some time 
ago. When I go there, I want to swipe my friends circle all day long, and after I come back, I still have a 
lot of fun. This time when we get the money, let’s go!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen laughed and said: “What’s so fun about Thailand? Thailand is where the poor go. It costs 
two or three thousand to play with a tour group. If we want to go, we will go to a high-end place.” 
 
“High-end place?” Liu Zhaochen’s mother asked excitedly: “Good son, you can tell me something is more 
advanced. Mom has never seen anything in the world, so I can’t think of it for a while.” 
 
Liu Zhaochen blurted out: “Of course I went to the Maldives, that’s a good place for the really rich to go 
on vacation!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s sister applauded happily: “Maldives? Great, I’ve long wanted to go to Maldives, I’ve been 
thinking about it for a long time!” 
 
Then, she said again: “I’m going to the Maldives to live in that kind of water villa, luxurious to death! It 
must be so cool to live!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen smiled and said, “Sister, when we get the money, we’ll buy a plane ticket immediately!” 
 



A family of six began to look forward to the upcoming trip to the Maldives in their hearts. 
 
Liu Zhaochen turned around and looked at the man sitting in the back rows. 
 
This man was also the seventh adult in the car besides Liu Zhaochen’s family of six. 
 
Liu Zhaochen looked at the seventh person and said with a smile: “Hey, Jiang Ming, you can divide 
400,000 this time with the money. Have you thought about what to do after you get the money?” 
 
Jiang Ming ignored him because Jiang Ming was very depressed at this time. 
 
Last night, after he returned home from Zhao Zhuo’s company dormitory, a few young and Dangerous 
boys came to his door with knives. 
 
The young and Dangerous boys knocked on his door, put the knife on his neck, and warned him that he 
must send the compensation to Ma Zhongliang Phaeton as soon as possible, otherwise, he would be 
killed directly. 
 
Jiang Ming was so frightened. 
 
He found a friend who was a second-hand car dealer and evaluated his car and the Phaeton, and found 
that even if he used all the insurance costs, he still had a funding gap of more than 1 million. 
 
And his Mercedes-Benz, because it has had an accident, can only sell for about 300,000. 
 
Even if he sell the Mercedes-Benz himself, there is still a funding gap of more than 900,000. 
 
Zhao Zhuo solved 620,000 for him, but he still missed 300,000. 
 
Chapter 1012 
In desperation, he could only find Liu Zhaochen, a fox friend and dog friend he had known before. 
Originally, he wanted to borrow 300,000 from him for emergency assistance, but Liu Zhaochen was also 
short of money during this time. 
 
Liu Zhaochen complained to him that the police have been working too hard in cracking down on human 
trafficking recently, and a family of six is almost out of food. 
 
Liu Zhaochen also told him that he is now looking for suitable children everywhere to sell to the south. 
Now the price is high. If found resources, they can make a lot of money. 
 
When Jiang Ming thought that there were a lot of infants and young children in the orphanage recently, 
he immediately got confused. 
 
He told Liu Zhaochen of this information and suggested that the two parties cooperate to steal a group 
of children from the orphanage and sell them. 
 
Liu Zhaochen was worried about where to find a child. When he heard that there were many 
orphanages, his heart was ecstatic, and his thoughts were suddenly moved. 



 
Jiang Ming knows well about the orphanage. He knows that the orphanage has many loopholes because 
of its current condition due to years of disrepair, inadequate funding, insufficient staff, and inability to 
keep up with security facilities. As long as those familiar with the process can find a breakthrough. 
 
So he immediately took the lead and worked out a more detailed plan. 
 
As soon as Liu Zhaochen saw the feasibility of this sentence, he immediately brought in the family of six. 
 
Jiang Ming was very dissatisfied with the participation of Liu Zhaochen’s family of six, because he knew 
that the reason why the other party called so many people was because he wanted to pay more. 
 
If he only did this with Liu Zhaochen, the ten children will sell for more than 1 million by then, and each 
of the two will be able to divide between 60,000 and 700,000. 
 
As a result, Liu Zhaochen brought in another five members of the family and immediately diluted his 
share. 
 
This shameless Liu Zhaochen, who was shamelessly trying to divide his head evenly, would be divided 
into 7 parts, and he would only have 200,000 at most. 
 
Jiang Ming fought hard with Liu Zhaochen, and finally decided on a distribution method. Jiang Ming got 
400,000, and the rest went to Liu Zhaochen’s family. 
 
Suddenly losing 300,000 of income, Jiang Ming was naturally very depressed. 
 
But he didn’t have any good solutions, because if the other party had to leave him alone, he would be 
finished. 
 
In desperation, he could only suffer from this dumb loss. 
 
At this time, Liu Zhaochen looked at the map, and then at the time, and said: “We will be in Suzhou 
soon. After we arrive, we will come to pick up the goods at the next house. We can rush back when we 
take the money. We should go back before dark. I can rush back.” 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s sister said excitedly: “Oh, I just want to go to the Maldives as soon as possible!” 
 
As she said, she took out her mobile phone and said, “I’m going to find videos and guides of Maldives on 
YouTube to see which island to go to have fun!” 
 
Immediately, she turned on YouTube. Unexpectedly, the first screen video after opening was the news 
about the loss of children in the orphanage! 
 
This news video has only been released for two or three hours, and it has more than 5 million likes and 
more than 300,000 comments. 
 
She tightened her heart, and when she opened the comment, she was shocked. 
 



Because all the comments in the comments demanded the execution of the trafficker, the killing of the 
trafficker’s family, and so on! 
 
She subconsciously said: “Oh, that’s bad, this matter has already hit the headlines! It seems that 
netizens all over the country are paying attention to it! Are we doing something big?” 
 
“What are you afraid of!” Liu Zhaochen said indifferently: “There is no substantial difference between 
stealing one and stealing ten. Besides, I’m careful along the way. No clues are left. No one can find us. It 
is impossible to doubt us!” 
 
As he said, he said triumphantly: “You can rest assured! When they can’t find us after a while, the 
attention of netizens will be immediately attracted by other news, and after a while, we will be 
forgotten.!” 
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Several helicopters merged in the outskirts of Wrestvel, and they chased outside the province quickly, 
narrowing the distance with the target little by little. 
 
The opponent’s Iveco can only stop and go on the national road, and often encounters traffic lights or 
traffic jams, and the overall speed is simply not up. 
 
The reason why Liu Zhaochen chose national roads instead of highways was mainly because the 
highways were closed roads. In case the police caught them, it would be difficult to fly by himself. 
 
But national roads are different. National roads are all open roads and are connected to various 
township and county roads. It is very difficult for the police to block them. 
 
And once there is any problem, you can abandon the car and run away at any time. The countryside, 
residential houses and even factory construction sites are all good places to hide! 
 
Marven left enough opportunities for pursuit. 
 
The helicopter is in the sky, without stopping, without any detours and congestion, and the flying speed 
exceeds 200 kilometers per hour. 
 
After flying for more than an hour, Marven’s location was only 100 kilometers away from the target. 
 
Zak Chen said to Marven: “Mr. Ye their current average speed is only forty to fifty kilometers an hour, 
and we are expected to catch up with them in thirty minutes.” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “Could you please contact the local forces of the Ye family and ask them to 
help us seal the road ahead of time, and I will give them a urn to catch turtles.” 
 
Zak Chen immediately looked at the real-time location sent by Mr. Orvel and said: “There is a bridge 
across the river on the national highway in front. After they pass, I will seal the bridge to prevent other 
vehicles from getting on, and then wait for them. When they are about to cross the river, bet the other 
end too, so that they will not escape!” 
 



Marven said with satisfaction: “This is a good idea, just do what you said!” 
 
…… 
 
Soon, the two truck convoys, full of muck, set off from the two real estate construction sites on both 
sides of the river. 
 
The construction sites where they are located are all properties owned by a real estate development 
company under the Ye family. 
 
Both teams were also arranged by Zak Chen. 
 
Each fleet consists of more than 20 engineering trucks loaded with muck. 
 
Any truck, when fully loaded, weighs forty to fifty tons. 
 
A heavy tank is just this weight. 
 
Such a car, just cross the road, no car can hit it. 
 
What’s more, there are more than 20 vehicles on each end, and even tanks will not be able to rush past. 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s elder brother drove to the bridge, Liu Zhaochen smiled and said: “After crossing this 
river-crossing bridge, we will almost reach Suzhou!” 
 
“Okay!” Liu Zhaochen’s sister said happily: “If we get the money today, we can go to the Maldives 
tomorrow! I just researched it. The Maldives is a visa on arrival, so we don’t need to apply for a visa in 
advance. We will buy a plane ticket and fly there tomorrow. That’s it.” 
 
While driving, Liu Zhaochen’s brother said in surprise: “Why are there so many big cars suddenly?” 
 
Everyone looked out the window and saw heavy trucks full of muck on both sides. 
 
Liu Zhaochen said casually: “Which construction site should be sent the materials, regardless of it, let’s 
overtake it quickly.” 
 
Iveco quickly accelerated and surpassed the engineering fleet. 
 
Immediately afterwards, the engineering convoy behind began to run several large vehicles in parallel, 
directly blocking the road behind, so that other vehicles behind could not pass. 
 
When Iveco got on the bridge, the engineering convoy, which was advancing side by side, also drove 
onto the bridge. 
 
However, as soon as the engineering convoy got on the bridge, it immediately stalled and blocked the 
entrance to the entire bridge, making it impossible for other vehicles to pass. 
 
Chapter 1014 



The driver behind was so angry and got out of the car to check what happened. 
 
At this time, a person from the engineering team got on and off and shouted to the back with a 
loudspeaker: “We have just received a notice from the superior that this bridge has become a dangerous 
bridge, and there is a risk of collapse at any time. Now we need to hurry up and repair it for everyone. 
Your life is safe, please detour, thank you for your cooperation.” 
 
These drivers originally wanted to scold their mothers, but upon hearing this, they immediately 
dispelled the idea of scolding, and the unhappiness in their hearts disappeared. 
 
With so many construction vehicles parked here, they don’t doubt what the other side said. 
 
Therefore, they are very fortunate now. Fortunately, they have been following behind the construction 
vehicles. If they are in front of the convoy, wouldn’t they also drive on this dangerous bridge? 
 
So everyone turned around and took a detour from other roads. 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s elder brother drove to the center of the bridge, glanced back through the rearview 
mirror for a while, and said puzzledly: “Why are there no cars behind?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen glanced back, maybe it was blocked by those big cars, which were running slowly. “ 
 
“It’s also possible.” Liu Zhaochen’s brother said, and stopped taking it seriously and continued to drive. 
 
When they were about to cross the bridge, a few large cars suddenly poured in from both sides in front, 
completely blocking the road ahead! 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s elder brother was taken aback, and hurriedly stepped on the brakes, blurting out: 
“d*mn, are these big cart drivers crazy?” 
 
The other people in the car staggered for a while because they had no time to react. 
 
After the car stopped steadily, Liu Zhaochen was surprised to find that the road in front of the car had 
been completely blocked by several large cars, and there was no car behind. 
 
In other words, the Iveco was completely sealed on this bridge. 
 
However, at this time he did not mean that he was imminent. 
 
So he pushed the door down and shouted at the big car parked in front: “Hey! What the h*ll are you 
guys doing? Get out of the way quickly!” 
 
A burly man jumped down from one of the big cars and said coldly: “This bridge has been closed. From 
now on, no vehicles or people will pass by!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen said angrily: “The cars in front have all passed by, but we have not passed. You have to 
close it and wait until we pass.” 
 



He didn’t know, the reason for closing this bridge was to seal him on the bridge! 
 
The burly man yelled: “Don’t f*cking talk nonsense with me, I said, no vehicles or people should pass by, 
if you are not afraid of death, you can give it a try!” 
 
With that said, more than 30 people wearing hard hats came at once, all of them sturdy and looking 
fierce. 
 
There are only seven people in Liu Zhaochen’s group. His mother and his sister are helpless women, his 
father is an Old Master, and he is a disabled person. How could it be 30 in this case? Multiple 
opponents. 
 
So he gritted his teeth and said: “Okay, then we can always turn around and change another way, 
right?” 
 
With that, he got in the car again and said to the brother beside him: “Let’s turn around!” 
 
“Okay!” Liu Zhaochen’s brother immediately turned around and drove back directly. 
 
But what he didn’t expect was that after turning around and driving back, he saw a large group of heavy 
trucks coming on the opposite side before driving a few steps away. 
 
These trucks are next to each other. There was no room for a bicycle to pass through, and the 
menacingly approached. 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s elder brother hurriedly stopped the car and said in surprise: “What the h*ll is going on? 
How do you feel that these big cars are deliberately trying to sandwich us, are we exposed?” 
 
“Impossible!” Liu Zhaochen said categorically, “Even if we are exposed, it should be the police who 
intercept us, not the big truck on the construction site!” 
 
His brother was very worried and said, “Zhaochen, I think this is obviously strange!” 
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Even now, Liu Zhaochen also felt that something was really wrong. 
 
Otherwise, how could it be possible that there are so many big cars in the middle of this car for no 
reason? 
 
Moreover, looking at their posture, they simply didn’t want to let them escape, so they used a parallel 
formation. 
 
There were traffic jams both front and rear, and the river was rolling under the bridge. If they really 
came straight to them, they wouldn’t even have to escape. 
 
Thinking of this, he couldn’t help feeling nervous, and said: “Aren’t these people coming for these 
children? Shouldn’t they, aren’t they just a bunch of orphans?” 
 



“That’s right!” Liu Zhaochen’s brother couldn’t help but said, “Furthermore, the police didn’t find it. Why 
did these people come?” 
 
Seeing that the convoys at both ends were getting closer, Liu Zhaochen’s brother could only temporarily 
stop the car. 
 
Everyone in the car panicked, including Jiang Ming. 
 
Jiang Ming felt a panic in his heart at this time. No one knows the situation of the orphanage better than 
him. If these children are lost, at most the police will come forward to find them. It is impossible for the 
people to have such a powerful force to find them. . 
 
However, with one exception, he felt very nervous. 
 
The exception was Marven who hurt him miserably yesterday. 
 
In the dark, he felt that this matter seemed inseparable from Marven. Thinking back to Marven, he 
always looked unpredictable. He couldn’t help but wonder: “Are these people sent by Marven? ?” 
 
Just when this Iveco stopped, countless large cars began to pack him tightly, and the seven adults in the 
car couldn’t help but panic. 
 
Liu Zhaochen took out a knife from his arms and said nervously: “If someone is against us, we will fight 
him!” 
 
His sister said in horror: “There are only 7 of us, and they have dozens of drivers alone. Fighting is not 
their opponent!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen was already obviously flustered, and said nervously: “You close the curtains of the 
windows at the back. If they want to come in, I will fight with them!” 
 
In order to be able to transport the children more safely, thick curtains have been hung on the windows 
of the rear rows. Looking in from the outside, they can’t see the situation inside, let alone the 
unconscious children inside. 
 
Several people, including Jiang Ming, hurriedly drew the curtains tightly. 
 
Liu Zhaochen said to his two elder brothers and Jiang Ming: “Hurry up and get all the knives out! Now 
the car is definitely not going out, you can only rely on yourself.” 
 
When he started doing it early this morning, Liu Zhaochen gave each of them a knife. He thought it was 
just to strengthen the courage, but he didn’t expect to use it now. 
 
Jiang Ming was very panicked. He is very different from Liu Zhaochen. Liu Zhaochen has been doing the 
job of licking blood on the tip of a knife all the year round, otherwise he would not be chopped off his 
right hand. 
 



But Jiang Ming is just a liar. Every day at Harley Zhou’s company, he cheats those old men and old ladies 
who are eager to manage money and make money. If he really wants to use a knife to fight with others, 
he simply doesn’t have the guts. 
 
At this moment, he took the knife out tremblingly, and asked nervously, “Zhaochen, did you offend 
someone?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen said desperately, “I also want to ask if you have offended people!” 
 
At this time, Liu Zhaochen’s brother said nervously: “Look at these big cars, they only surrounded us, but 
no one came down to say something, and I didn’t understand what they are doing!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen thought for a while, opened the window of the co-pilot, and shouted to the outside: “Who 
are you? What are you going to do?” 
 
No one responded outside the car. 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s heart was extremely nervous. With so many cars surrounding him, this group of people 
didn’t even have a word, which made people feel strange and terrifying. 
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At this moment, the sound of a helicopter roaring from outside suddenly came. 
 
Because the movement of the helicopter was too loud, and the sound was too recognizable, the entire 
vehicle became more panicked. 
 
Jiang Ming panicked and asked: “What’s the matter? How come there are helicopters? Who are these 
people?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s father drew a gap in the curtain and looked up to the sky, and immediately saw several 
helicopters lined up. 
 
He was so scared that he said, “There are several helicopters in the sky. Even if the police arrest people, 
they don’t know how to use helicopters. Are we offending some big people?” 
 
As they were talking, everyone heard the sound of the helicopter, and it was already overhead! 
 
Marven Ye was sitting on one of the helicopters, looking down at the scene on the bridge. 
 
The entire bridge has been broken by large vehicles. In the middle of the bridge, a dozen large vehicles 
surrounded the Iveco. 
 
Traffickers and children are in this car. 
 
Zak Chen said to Marven Ye: “Master, many of my people are from special forces. Some of them have a 
way to kill all these people!” 
 
Marven Ye said coldly: “Don’t be anxious to kill, stay alive.” 



 
“Good!” Zak Chen said: “Then I will let them control these bastards first!” 
 
Marven Ye nodded and said, “Do it now!” 
 
Zak Chen immediately gave an order, and one of the helicopters descended and hovered on top of the 
Iveco. 
 
Immediately after four ropes were thrown on both sides of the helicopter, four former special forces in 
black immediately descended from the ropes. 
 
They were very professional. They were hung on the four corners of the Iveco car roof. Then they took 
out the portable cutting machine and started cutting the iron sheet of the car roof at the fastest speed. 
 
This white Iveco itself is not a special vehicle. The iron sheet on the roof is very easy to cut. 
 
In the blink of an eye, the entire roof was cut off! 
 
The people in the car were already shocked. They looked at the roof of the car and were gradually cut 
open. There was no good way at all. 
 
At this time, the helicopter hovering over their heads began to slowly rise, and the four former special 
forces each used a special suction cup to firmly hold the four corners of the roof. 
 
With the ascent of the helicopter, this Iveco was uncovered directly! 
 
At this time, not only Marven Ye on the helicopter, but also the situation in the car, even Jiang Ming in 
the car and Liu Zhaochen’s family saw the magnificent scene of several helicopters hovering in the sky at 
the same time. 
 
Except for the helicopter that cut the roof of their car, on both sides of the remaining helicopters are ex-
special forces armed with automatic rifles. They are like the Marines in Operation Red Sea. The target 
was tightly locked on the 7 people in the car, ensuring that as long as anyone dared to hurt the child, 
they would immediately kill him. 
 
For a top family like the Ye family with a net worth of trillions of dollars, their ability to protect 
themselves is far beyond the recognition of ordinary people. 
 
Special forces, automatic rifles, and helicopters are just drizzle. With the influence of the Ye family, even 
if armored vehicles are called, it is not a big problem! 
 
This is the confidence of the real top family! 
 
Today, using such a big battle to solve a few human traffickers can be said to be fighting mosquitoes 
with anti-aircraft guns. 
 
But Marven Ye didn’t feel wasted at all, this kind of scum would have to use the most powerful means to 
destroy them all at once! 
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At this time, Marven Ye directly turned on the PA system on the helicopter, and said loudly: “Listen to 
the people in the car, you are already surrounded, immediately put down all resistance to surrender, 
otherwise, kill it!” 
 
The sound of Marven Ye frightened the 7 people in the Iveco car. 
 
Liu Zhaochen collapsed, because he felt that even if he killed and set fire, he wouldn’t use such a big 
battle to catch him, right? 
 
At this moment, his family was so scared that they were so scared that they were still thinking that after 
they got the money, they would go to the Maldives for a holiday, but they didn’t expect to be 
completely covered by such a net. 
 
Jiang Ming was even more panicked. 
 
He is almost regretting death at this moment! 
 
Not only regret, but more panic. 
 
But at this time, he suddenly came back to his senses, and felt that the sound of the call on the 
helicopter just now was so familiar? 
 
But he didn’t hear it for a while, this voice was Marven Ye’s voice. 
 
So he panicked and asked Liu Zhaochen: “What should we do now? This group of people have guns. 
Now even the roof of the car has been cut off. What if they shoot us?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s elder sister wailed in fright: “Brother, we won’t die here today, right? My elder sister 
hasn’t lived enough yet, my elder sister is still young, my elder sister hasn’t been married yet!” 
 
“What are you yelling about?! I’m not married either!” Liu Zhaochen was afraid and confused in her 
heart. Hearing her sister crying and making noise, her heart was even more irritable. 
 
Marven Ye looked down at these 7 people from the helicopter and found that they were not doing 
anything. He was immediately angry and said coldly: “I will give you three seconds to get off the car, 
otherwise you will have to pay the price!” 
 
As soon as the voice fell, he immediately started timing. 
 
“three!” 
 
Ivecury, Liu Zhaochen’s mother cried bitterly: “Zhaochen, let’s get out of the car quickly, otherwise I’m 
really afraid that these people will attack us!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen hesitated. 
 



If you don’t get out of the car, you might be able to kidnap a few children and use your children’s lives to 
threaten the other party to let yourself go. 
 
But if you get out of the car, isn’t it just being slaughtered? 
 
“two!” 
 
Liu Zhaochen’s sister hurriedly said: “Zhaochen, you have to say something!” 
 
“One!” 
 
After Marven Ye finished counting three times, seeing that none of the seven people moved, he 
immediately said to Zak Chen: “Notify the sniper and kill the driver!” 
 
“Good master!” 
 
Zak Chen immediately passed the walkie-talkie and gave an order in a cold voice: “The sniper 
immediately looks for a suitable opportunity, kills the driver first, and fights for a shot!” 
 
The intercom system immediately received a reply from the snipers: 
 
“The sight of Sniper No. 1 is blocked.” 
 
“The sight of Sniper No. 2 is blocked.” 
 
“Sniper No. 3 has an unobstructed sight and has locked on the target! The kill probability is 80!” 
 
“Sniper No. 4 is unobstructed and has locked the target! The kill probability is 95!” 
 
Zak Chen immediately ordered: “Sniper No. 4 listens to my orders and shoots!” 
 
At this moment, the former special soldier hanging outside the door of a helicopter on the right 
immediately pulled the trigger. 
 
With a bang. 
 
The sniper rifle burst out with a tongue of flame, and then the bullet shot out from the muzzle at a rapid 
speed. 
 
The next moment, Liu Zhaochen, who was sitting in the driving seat of Iveco, was so nervous that he did 
not know what to do, he was suddenly headshot! 
 
No one expected that a person who was intact in the last second would burst out a bloody mist on his 
head in the next second… 
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Liu Zhaochen’s family was so scared that they collapsed and screamed! 
 



They really did not expect that the caller would immediately instruct to shoot after three seconds! 
 
The one who died was the eldest son of the Liu family, and Liu Zhaochen’s parents loved the eldest son 
the most. Seeing that his eldest son was instantly taken his life, the two of them went crazy and cried. 
 
Liu Zhaochen was sprayed with red and white because he was closest to his brother. 
 
He was already scared to death. 
 
When he was in this business, he never thought that this business would be terrible! 
 
At this time, Marven Ye said coldly through the PA system: “I will give you three more seconds. If you 
don’t get out of the car and surrender, then I will let the sniper randomly kill the second person!” 
 
As soon as these words came out, all six of them lost the courage to resist, and ran out of the car in a 
hurry. 
 
After getting out of the car, the six people raised their hands high above their heads, and their faces 
were filled with the deepest fear. 
 
This is the first time they have witnessed such a bloody and direct death with their own eyes. 
 
Everyone’s heart trembled! 
 
Even Liu Zhaochen’s mother, sister, and Jiang Ming were so scared to pee their pants. 
 
Marven Ye continued to shout: “All six of you kneel down at the back of the car, hold your head in your 
hands, and if anyone dares to make any other actions, kill it on the spot!” 
 
How dare these six people fail, they hurried to the back of the car and knelt on their heads. 
 
At this time, the big car at the rear slowly retreated tens of meters, leaving a huge open area. 
 
Afterwards, the helicopter that Marven Ye was riding in began to slowly land on this open ground. 
 
The former special forces on other helicopters moved faster, and they had quickly descended onto the 
bridge by cable descent. 
 
Dozens of former special forces armed with live ammunition had surrounded the six groups at this time, 
and their guns were all aimed at them. 
 
Several former special forces have entered the Iveco and quickly checked the health of the 10 children in 
the car. 
 
Afterwards, he reported in the intercom system: “Master, all 10 children are in a coma, but I checked 
their physical indicators and vital signs, and there is no danger to their lives, please rest assured.” 
 



Marven Ye immediately relaxed. Since the children are all right, the remaining task is how to deal with 
these human traffickers! 
 
He not only wants these human traffickers to pay the price of their lives, but also finds out their 
downstream buyers and kills them all! 
 
At this moment, Marven Ye’s helicopter had slowly stopped on the bridge. 
 
Marven Ye pushed the hatch, and jumped down. 
 
The six people, including Jiang Ming, were all kneeling on the ground at this time, looking at Marven Ye 
coming down from the helicopter in horror. 
 
But the distance at this time was still a bit far, Jiang Ming did not recognize Marven Ye. 
 
Marven Ye didn’t see Jiang Ming either, he thought this was Liu Zhaochen’s family. 
 
But when he got closer, he saw Jiang Ming with a frightened face among the six people! 
 
Marven Ye’s heart was suddenly extremely angry! 
 
He really didn’t expect that Jiang Ming would be involved! 
 
No matter how hard this kid pretended, he was one of the orphans who came out of the orphanage. 
Marven Ye never expected that it was this Jiang Ming who grew up in the orphanage who would collude 
with others and steal from the orphanage. 10 children out! 
 
Jiang Ming also saw the man coming by at this time! 
 
When he recognized that the person walking by was Marven Ye, his whole person’s worldview was 
instantly subverted! 
 
how come…… 
 
How could it be Marven Ye? ! 
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Jiang Ming felt that no one in the world would be too surprised to step down from this helicopter, but 
Marven Ye was the only one who stepped down from here, which made him unacceptable anyway. 
 
However, the tall and handsome man with a cold face is indeed the orphan who grew up with him in the 
orphanage, Marven Ye! 
 
He couldn’t imagine, what exactly is Marven Ye? You can mobilize such a powerful force to pursue 
yourself! 
 
Among other things, just these few helicopters, and these dozens of experts with guns and live 
ammunition like special forces, are definitely not the strength that ordinary people can have. 



 
Even the richest man in Wrestvel cannot be so capable! 
 
Deep in his heart, he couldn’t help asking himself: What is the origin of Marven Ye? 
 
Isn’t he an orphan? Still the son-in-law who eats soft rice! Why can such a powerful force be mobilized? 
 
At this time, Marven Ye had already stepped forward to the six people. 
 
However, instead of looking at the other five people, he stared at Jiang Ming with extremely cold eyes 
and asked coldly, “Jiang Ming! You are so bold!” 
 
Jiang Ming trembled violently, hurriedly begged: “Marven Ye! This is a misunderstanding, Marven Ye!” 
 
“Misunderstanding?!” Marven Ye said furiously: “You and traffickers abducted 10 orphans from the 
orphanage, and then told me this was a misunderstanding?” 
 
Jiang Ming suddenly burst into tears, and said with tears in his nose: “Marven Ye, I have no choice but to 
not lose my bet with you. I accidentally ran into someone else’s Phaeton. If I don’t pay for it, If someone 
else has a new car, they will kill me, and I am also forced to be helpless Marven Ye!” 
 
Marven Ye stepped forward, kicked him on his chest, kicked him all the way, and sternly shouted: “You 
are an orphan. You know what kind of pain orphans have to go through since childhood. They are raised 
in a welfare institution. It’s nothing more than doing something for the orphanage. If you steal the 
children from the orphanage for money, you deserve to die!” 
 
Jiang Ming was in severe pain, but he struggled to get up, crying and said, “Marven Ye, I was wrong, I’m 
sorry, I shouldn’t have been blinded by lard for a while, please take it for the sake of growing up 
together. Please spare me this time!” 
 
“Spare you?” Marven Ye snorted coldly, and said: “You have done such a conscientious thing, how can 
the confidence let me spare you?” 
 
Jiang Ming hurriedly pointed to the Iveco and said: “You can see that those younger brothers and sisters 
did not suffer any injuries, and they all took sleeping pills. Now take them back. They don’t even know 
what happened. As long as you spare me this time, I will work for the orphanage in my life, and I am 
willing to use my life to pay for my sins!” 
 
Marven Ye said coldly: “Save some energy, Jiang Ming, among the seven people today, you are the most 
damned!” 
 
When Liu Zhaochen heard this, he hurriedly blurted out and wailed: “This eldest brother, you are right. 
This incident was planned by the organization named Jiang. We were all used by him! Please forgive us!” 
 
Marven Ye saw his right arm raised high, and his wrist broke all at once, knowing that this person was 
the notorious Liu Zhaochen. 
 
So, he snorted and asked: “You are Liu Zhaochen, right?!” 



 
When Liu Zhaochen heard this, his whole body trembled! 
 
How would he know his name? 
 
Marven Ye saw his face full of horror, and smiled playfully, coldly: “Liu Zhaochen, you guys are okay. I 
heard that you were doing some sneaking and petting businesses before, and you were still a family of 
six. I didn’t expect you to be cut off. With one hand, you don’t even have a long memory? I heard that 
you had been reselling children before, but I didn’t expect that you dared to steal children directly this 
time!” 
 
Chapter 1020 
As soon as Liu Zhaochen heard this, he knew that the other party had checked all of his details. 
 
So he squatted his head in panic: “Big brother, big brother, this is all a misunderstanding, big brother! I 
have offended people before, so my reputation is corrupted everywhere. I have never done anything to 
resell a child. It was just spread by others. of!” 
 
Marven Ye smiled and asked him: “Do you think I am like a fool?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen kept kowtow, his entire forehead had become bloody, and he begged: “Big brother, I really 
can’t blame me this time. This time it was all Jiang Ming’s idea. He told me that he had an accident. 
There is a shortage of hundreds of thousands, because he told me that there are many children in the 
orphanage. He even made the whole plan for us to steal the children!” 
 
Marven Ye said coldly: “Don’t worry, I will figure out the accounts of each of you.” 
 
After speaking, Marven Ye questioned: “I ask you, who are you going to sell these children to?” 
 
At this time, Liu Zhaochen dared not hide anything, and hurriedly said: “Brother, these children are 
going to be sold to the Suhang Gang!” 
 
Marven Ye asked again: “Who is your partner?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen blurted out: “It’s an elder of the Beggar Gang!” 
 
Marven Ye frowned and said, “There are elders in the Beggar Gang?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen nodded and hurriedly said: “This gang of beggars was established completely after the 
gang in martial arts novels, because they all pretended to be beggars and cheated money everywhere, 
so they directly used the name of the gang, the biggest leader of the gang. , Is their gang leader, under 
the gang leader there are two deputy gang leaders, nine elders, dozens of hall leaders and tens of 
thousands of subordinates scattered across the province…” 
 
Marven Ye didn’t expect this gang of beggars like a social cancer to have such a huge organizational 
structure! 
 
There are tens of thousands of beggars in a province alone! 



 
Liu Zhaochen wanted to perform meritorious service in front of Marven Ye and strive for lenient 
treatment, so he poured out all the information he knew. 
 
“Brother, the nine elders of the Beggar Gang are all rich men with a net worth of tens of millions. This 
group of people has long stopped begging in person. They live in luxury villas, drive luxury cars, and even 
sit in their offices.” 
 
“The nine elders perform their duties. Some people are responsible for recruiting new members, who 
are responsible for management, finances, and training. Some people are responsible for implementing 
family laws. The elder who joined me is responsible for buying children for begging… ..” 
 
Marven Ye asked again: “Who is the leader of the beggar gang?” 
 
Liu Zhaochen said: “The name of the beggar gang’s leader is Xue Nanshan. Don’t think he is just a beggar 
gang’s gang leader, but his net worth is at least one billion Dollar. His business covers various gray 
industries, and he has already become Suzhou-Hangzhou. A big man in the underground world.” 
 
After that, he said again: “By the way, Xue Nanshan is very background, and his sister is the wife of 
Regnar Wu, the head of the Wu family!” 
 
Marven Ye frowned, “So, this Xue Nanshan is Regnar Wu’s brother-in-law?” 
 
“Yes, yes, yes!” Liu Zhaochen nodded and said, “My brother-in-law!” 
 
Marven Ye sneered and nodded, and said to himself: “Interesting! Really interesting!” 


